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insegnanti
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The last invaders: the Normans 
In 1066 William of Normandy defeated Harold II and the Anglo-Saxon troops at the
Battle of Hastings. William the Conqueror was crowned William I, thus beginning a
permanent Norman occupation of England. The Normans spoke French and had
French customs. They originally came from Denmark, however, (and were therefore of
Viking descent) and had settled on the French coast one hundred and fifty years earlier.
What followed was a period of transition and development for England. 

The social order under the Normans
The social order in England altered dramatically because of the predominance of the
Norman aristocracy. Many of the Anglo-Saxon nobles tried to oppose it, but, by 1100,
all land was completely in the hands of the Normans and their descendants replaced
the Anglo-Saxons as the ruling class in England. After an initial period of conflict
between the two peoples, they eventually began to mix through marriage and languages
and traditions. 

The feudal system 
The system that the Normans established became the model for the following medieval
government and can be defined as a feudal system. It consisted in a strongly
hierarchical state with the king at the top, who could force people to pay taxes at will.
Below the king were the barons and lords who had almost absolute power over their
territories. In the event of war they would provide a certain number of knights or
horsemen (who, in exchange for their services in battle, received lands from the
barons). The middle class was made up of merchants and yeomen. Merchants earned
their living from commerce while yeomen were small landowners. At the bottom of the
feudal pyramid were the peasants. They were the majority of the population, they
owned no land and had very little freedom. 

The Domesday Book
The Domesday Book, completed in one year (1086), was a record of land ownership
in England (the first census in English history). It contained the names of everyone
who owned land and the amount of land owned by them. It was a way of ensuring that
the king could demand the right taxes from everybody. This priceless, historic
document can still be found in the Public Record Office in London. 

16

1 The Historical Background
The Middle Ages  (1066-1485)

Y The Bayeux
Tapestry : a banquet in
William the Conqueror’s
honour.

271

The Literary Context

The novel 
The novel is the literary genre which best represents the ethical, religious and social
values of the Victorian age. The major novels dealt with the most important themes
of the time such as the problems associated with industrialisation and philanthropy.
The typical Victorian novel had an omniscient narrator and the plots were long,
complicated but linear. The characters were also central to the plot and the
Bildungsroman (a novel of formation), tracking the journey of a main character through
troubled childhood and adolescence, was a form adapted in different ways by Victorian
novelists such as Charlotte Brontë, Charles Dickens and George Eliot. 
The novel was seen as the most valid instrument in literature to interpret the human
condition in the modern world. At the same time, however, it maintained its role of
entertainment for the middle-class
reader, who showed a preference for
stories that depicted reality but also
offered a certain amount of escapism
from daily life. 
The great success of the novel in this
period can be put down to two main
factors. To begin with there was an ever-
growing number of people who were
able and wanted to read. The popular
idea of publishing works in instalments
in newspapers and magazines reduced
their costs, making them more
accessible. It also created an on-going
interest in the plot and how it would
develop (similar to today’s TV soap
operas). Increasing profit was another
factor contributing to the success of the
novel.  To satisfy public taste there were
many different genres available: from historical to psychological, from philosophical
to sentimental, from adventurous to social. 
Victorian writers can be divided into three groups: the early Victorians like Charles
Dickens who dealt with social and humanitarian themes; the mid Victorians among
whom the most outstanding writers were women such as the Brontë sisters, George
Eliot and Elizabeth Gaskell; the late Victorians, whose best representatives are Thomas
Hardy and Oscar Wilde. 

The early Victorians 
Charles Dickens (1812-70) is the best example of an early Victorian writer. He is also
one of the most famous writers in English literature and one of the most outstanding
novelists of the 19th century. In his novels he used realism to deal with the social
problems of his time; problems stemming from poverty, bad housing and inadequate
education. Despite these oppressive themes his novels are rarely tragic as they had a
strong moralistic purpose which almost inevitably led to a happy ending, as good
would triumph over evil.  

Victorian Literature

Y The Book Shop from
‘The Book of Shops’
(1899), Francis Donkin
Bedford. The Stapleton
Collection.

‘The Lamb’ (c. 1789)

Let’s get started
Listen to the poem while looking at the image Blake designed to accompany it. Does
the poem sound difficult to you? What kind of poem does it remind you of? What
connotations does a lamb have for you?

‘The Lamb’

In this apparently simple poem from Songs of Innocence Blake questions creation and
the role of the poet.

Little Lamb who made thee1?
Dost thou2 know who made thee?
Gave thee life and bid thee feed3,
By the stream and o’er4 the mead5;
Gave thee clothing of delight,
Softest clothing woolly bright;
Gave thee such a tender voice,
Making all the vales6 rejoice7:
Little Lamb who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?

Little Lamb I’ll tell thee,
Little Lamb I’ll tell thee;
He is called by thy8 name,
For he calls himself a Lamb;
He is meek9 and he is mild10, 
He became a little child:
I a child and thou a lamb,
We are called by his name.
Little Lamb God bless thee,
Little Lamb God bless thee.

1

The Romantic Age

202

1. thee: [arc., you].
2. dost thou: [arc., do
you].
3. bid...feed: ti ha fatto
mangiare.
4. o’er: [arc., over].
5. mead: campo
erboso.
6. vales: valli 
7. rejoice: esultare;
risuonare di gioia.
8. thy: [arc., your].
9. meek: docile.
10. mild: mite, delicato.

Understanding the text
Answer the following questions.

1. What questions does the speaker ask the Lamb
in the first stanza?

2. Does the second stanza answer the first one
directly? 

3. Who does ‘he’ refer to (l. 13)?
4. Who is the ‘I’ of the second stanza? 

1

Analysis and interpretation
Answer the following questions.

1. Read the poem again: is the rhyme scheme
regular? Describe it.

2. Look at the first stanza, underline the actions of
the Creator: what did he do for the Lamb?

3. Now focus on the qualities of the Lamb: what is
it like? What do these qualities have in
common? 

2

Over to you

Y Blake’s original
illustration for ‘The
Lamb’.
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The Twentieth Century – Part II

490

7
Over to you

Understanding the text
Answer the following questions.

1. When were the Midnight’s children born
exactly?

2. How many of them were born and how many
survived?

3. Why did some of them die?
4. In what way were the Midnight’s children

different from other children?
5. Did they know that they were part of a special

group?
6. How old were all the children when Saleem

became aware of them?
7. What incident set in motion his awareness?
8. What did Saleem have in common with Shiva?
9. Why was this important?

In the passage Saleem describes some of the
children’s gifts. Match the gift with the child.

Child Gift

1. boy in the Nilgiri a. multiply fish
Hills      b. increase or reduce 

2. boy in Kerala his size
3. twins in Orissa c. step into mirrors
4. Goanese girl d. make men fall 
5. boy from Vindhyas         in love

e. transform into 
a werewolf

What were Saleem and Shiva’s gifts? 

Analysis and interpretation
420 of the children had died before the age of
ten, what does this tell the reader of life in
Saleem’s period?

In the commentary we spoke of Rushdie’s
juxtaposing realism and magic in his works.
Find examples of both from the passage.

It was also mentioned how Rushdie’s style uses
digressions. Find two examples of this from the
passage.

Context
The novel focuses on the birth of children and
the birth of two new countries, India and

3

7

6

5

4

2

1

Pakistan. What parallels do you think may be
found between a new life and a new country?

Discussion
Saleem says in line 65: ‘One remarkable fact:
the closer to midnight our birth-times were, the
greater were our gifts.’ Saleem and Shiva’s gifts
were very different but why can they both be
considered ‘great’?

If you could have a special gift what would you
choose? Look at the following list.

1. to be telepathic (like Saleem)
2. to be able to make people fall in love with you

(like the girls in Baud)
3. to be able to fly
4. to have an exceptional singing voice
5. to be a great musician
6. other (state your choice) 

On the Net
Do some
research on the
causes and
consequences
of the events in
India in 1947.
Find out to what
extent
Mohandas
Gandhi was
involved.

Review
Why is Salman Rushdie considered a
postcolonial writer?

In what ways do his works bring together two
different cultures?

Complete the following summary.

Rushdie’s style is referred to as .................................... (1).
The novel Midnight’s Children is regarded as an
allegory for the events in .................................... (2) during
1947. It is narrated by .................................... (3) and its style
is closely tied up with the .................................... (4) of the
Indian narrative.

10

9

8

3

2

1

Colorful and concise sections on English
and American history.

Systematic and comprehensive
activities.

Literary trends and tendencies
explained in full.

Carefully chosen and clearly
presented texts.
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War
thinktank

Y The Battle of the
Somme (1900s),
Richard Caton II
Woodville. Private
collection.

419

The First World War
The First World War was also called ‘The Great
War’ and the ‘War to End All Wars’ because it
was the biggest global conflict to date, involving
70 million soldiers, and also because nobody
could have imagined that there would have been
another world war just 20 years later.
New technology such as tanks, machine guns,
poisonous gas, planes and submarines perfected
the art of killing.
On the Western Front a system of trenches was
built which extended over 600 km. Soldiers lived,
fought and died in these muddy, rat-infested
trenches, where the average survival rate for a
soldier was only six weeks. On the first day of
the First Battle of the Somme (1st July 1916) 40,000 British troops were killed – this
tragic record for one day’s fighting still stands today. The First Battle of the Somme
ended in November and by then the allies had gained only 12 km of land but had
suffered over 600,000 casualties.  
By the end of the war in 1918 the total casualties were about 40 million, of which 9
million were dead.

The Second World War
Even though only twenty years had passed since the first global conflict, ‘war strategy’
and technology had become even more precise and deadly. Hitler himself was
responsible for setting into motion the greatest ideological conflict man has ever known.
By the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 war was now taking place continuously
on air, land and sea. Tanks had become more advanced and amphibious and ships were
equipped with efficient radar systems. It was from the air, however, that civilians saw
the biggest difference in conflict as war was now destroying their own homes instead
of taking place in some distant land. Everyone
was now under constant threat. In the sustained
bombing of England, known as the Blitz, which
went on between September 1940 and May 1941,
London was bombed for 57 consecutive nights.
Over 43,000 Londoners were killed and more
than 1 million houses destroyed. 
By the end of the war in 1945 over 35 million
people over the world had lost their lives,
including the systematic annihilation of 6 million
Jews.
The war ended with the greatest technological
advancement in warfare, the atomic bomb. On
6th August 1945 140,000 were killed when the
first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima
and three days later another 80,000 were killed
at Nagasaki.

Y Hiroshima after the
dropping of the atom
bomb in 1945.

The Romantic Age

198

4

Gray and Foscolo

The Italian poet Ugo Foscolo was inspired by Gray’s ‘Elegy’ when he wrote Dei Sepolcri
(1807). Foscolo came into contact with and read a great deal of English literature, having
lived in the country for many years. We’re going to look now at the first part (lines 1-
15) of Dei Sepolcri and compare it to Gray’s ‘Elegy’. 

Dei Sepolcri by Foscolo

All’ombra de’ cipressi e dentro l’urne
confortate di pianto è forse il sonno
della morte men duro? Ove più il Sole
per me alla terra non fecondi questa
bella d’erbe famiglia e d’animali,
e quando vaghe di lusinghe innanzi
a me non danzeran l’ore future,
né da te, dolce amico, udrò piú il verso
e la mesta armonia che lo governa,
né più nel cor mi parlerà lo spirto
delle vergini Muse e dell’amore,
unico spirto a mia vita raminga,
qual fia ristoro a’ dì perduti un sasso
che distingua le mie dalle infinite
ossa che in terra e in mar semina Morte? 

Over to you

What references in Foscolo’s
opening lines are to be found in
Gray’s ‘Elegy’? 

Compare lines 6-11 of Dei Sepolcri
with stanza 6 of Gray’s ‘Elegy’. How
are they similar?

The most famous line of Gray’s
‘Elegy’ comes in stanza 8 when he
writes ‘The paths of glory lead but
to the grave.’ What do you think
Gray means with these words?

How do lines 12-15 of Dei Sepolcri
echo this message?

4

3

2

1

Y Elegie romaine (1791), Jacques-Henri Sablet. Musée des Beaux-Arts,
Brest.

5

10

15

Y Ugo Foscolo.

Literature
Around the
World

A Different
Perspective

Art

William Hogarth 
Gin Lane (1751)

In his art works William Hogarth (1697-1764) concentrated on depicting the society
in which he lived, a society undergoing great changes. Although Britain at that time,
compared to other countries, was certainly wealthy, it was nonetheless a society with
enormous social problems. It was these social problems that Hogarth focused on in
his work. In the engraving presented here, he is illustrating the terrible ‘Gin Craze’. This
expression referred to the period between 1720 and 1750 when gin drinking, especially
in London’s working-class areas, had become so widespread that it was classed as a real

social emergency. 
The government
intervened by
passing the Gin Act
in 1751, which
aimed at exerting
stricter control over
the sale of gin by
distillers and
s h o p k e e p e r s .
Hogarth published
his print Gin Lane
just four months
before the Gin Act
was passed; it was
evidently made in
support of the Gin
Act and its message
is clear. 

The Restoration and the Augustan Age
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3

Focus on the woman in the centre of Gin Lane.
How do we know she is drunk? (Give several
reasons.) 

What does the figure at the bottom of the stairs
represent?

Focus on the other figures in the painting. What
are they doing? What could they symbolise? 

Which of the following adjectives best describe
the buildings?

old    beautiful    magnificent    modern    ordinary
decrepit    decaying 
What do you think they reflect?  

What do you think Hogarth was trying to say
with this engraving?

6

5

3

4

2

1

Over to you

Y Gin Lane (1751),
William Hogarth.

15

Beowulf

Monsters
Early Britain and then the Middle Ages saw an out-pouring of legends concerning monsters,
which is not surprising when you think of the characteristics of these ages. It was extremely
dangerous to travel; you could be attacked by thieves, out-laws, bandits, criminals of any
kind. But also sick people and those who were mad represented a threat in a world where
there was no social or medical assistance. There was also a great fear of the night, which was
incredibly dark in this period, so dark that it is difficult for us today to imagine. The only
possible light came from fire or a full moon. Very few areas on earth are still like this today.
Perhaps only certain deserts, forests or mountain tops can still recapture the darkness that
comes from complete isolation, where nature reigns and there is no human introduction of
electricity, street lighting, houses, etc. 
The night, therefore, was dark and could hide any kind of danger, even… monsters. It became
easy to imagine that in such a world, horrible monsters could hide in the depths of the forest,
behind  rocks, in the deep, black waters of lakes.    
And not only dragons and demons, but also blackdogs, werewolves, giants, witches… 
One way people had to exorcise these evil forces was to build legends and stories around
them. 
Therefore the literature of this time is full of these figures, from the dragons and monsters
that the knights had to fight to the wicked and supernatural beings present in ballads and
legends. 

Y Animals and monsters from De Rerum Naturis
(9th century) by the monk Mauro Rabano.

Y An angel has closed the gates to Hell. The Winchester
Psalter (12th century). The British Library, London.

Issues of the age compared to their
contemporary equivalent.

CLIL - Insight to subjects, other
than literature, of the age.

Comparisons of English literature with
different models from around the world.

Original links or extra information
on various subjects covered.
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The Hours
Directed by Stephen Daldry (2002)

The film The Hours is based on the 1998 novel of the same name by Michael
Cunningham. The novel became a bestseller and earned the writer the Pulitzer Prize
for Fiction in 1999. The story is based on Virginia Woolf ’s novel, Mrs Dalloway. The
original title of Woolf ’s novel was, in fact, The Hours. 

The story on screen so far... 
Three women from
different periods are
linked in an extraordinary
way: Virginia Woolf
herself as she begins to
write her novel Mrs
Dalloway in 1923; Laura
Brown, an unhappy
housewife in Los Angeles
in 1951; and Clarissa
Vaughan, who is preparing
a party for her writer
friend, Richard. Just like
Woolf ’s novel all the
action takes place in one
day. 

The Twentieth Century – Part I6

Watch the scene for the first time and focus
your attention on the following observation
questions. 

1. Who is...? (Write correct initial V/L/C.)
sitting in front of a mirror
sitting in bed
standing in front of a mirror

2. Who has...? (Write correct initial V/L/C.)
a book by the bed
a bowl to wash herself
flowers in the room

3. At the beginning of the scene Virginia and
Clarissa both do the same activities. What two
things do they do?

4. What do you notice about Laura Brown’s
physical condition?

5. Did you notice the title of the book Laura
Brown is reading? If not, can you guess?

1 Watch the scene again. Virginia Woolf begins to
write the first line of her most famous novel,
Clarissa Vaughan is beginning to prepare her
party and Laura Brown begins to read her book.
What connections can you find between the
three women, their actions and the novel?
Complete the following with the options below.

Mrs Dalloway     preparing a party x2  
the novel Mrs Dalloway

she will buy the flowers herself x2

1. In the first line of the novel Mrs Dalloway says... 
2. In the novel, Mrs Dalloway is... 
3. Laura Brown is reading... 
4. Clarissa Vaughan says... 
5. Clarissa Vaughan is... 
6. Clarissa Vaughan shares her first name with... 

2

Over to you

Nicole Kidman, 
Meryl Streep

and Julianne Moore

ON SCREEN
STARRING

DVD

391

Interview with Michael Cunningham
author of the novel The Hours (2000)

In the second film extract we are going to listen to
Michael Cunningham, author of the novel The
Hours, talking about what attracted him to
Virginia Woolf ’s novel, Mrs Dalloway,
and why he decided to make a
modern, and very original,
adaptation of her work. 

The Twentieth Century – Part I
ON AND OFF SCREEN

Before you watch look at the following list of
things Cunningham mentions and match them
with a definition on the right.

A               B
book mobile            short sleep
errands nothing special
nap                   mobile library
ordinary        shopping 

Cunningham also mentions Jimmy Hendrix.
Who was he? If you don’t know find out.

Now watch and listen and answer true
or false. 

1. The first time Michael Cunningham 
read Mrs Dalloway he was 19 years 
old. 

2. He was a very intelligent boy. 
3. He didn’t understand the novel when 

he read it.    
4. He was fascinated by the language.   
5. He thought the plot was very 

complicated. 
6. He thinks Virginia Woolf was a genius.    
7. He fell in love with the novel.   T F

T F
T F

T F
FT

FT
FT

3

2

1 Michael Cunningham gives a very brief
summary of the plot. Listen to this part again
and fill in the missing words.

‘Here’s what it’s ................................ (1). A middle-aged,
................................ (2), London woman runs some
................................ (3) on a day in ................................ (4). Has a
................................ (5) with a man she might have
................................ (6) but didn’t. Takes a ................................ (7)
and gives a ................................ (8) party. That’s the
................................ (9).

Cunningham says ‘It is an ordinary day in the
life of an ordinary person as told by a genius.’
What do you think he means by this? Choose 1
or 2.

1. In the novel, Mrs Dalloway, it is not the story
which is important but how the story is told.

2. The novel was successful because it was
simple.

He also says ‘I remember thinking, Oh she
[Virginia Woolf] was doing with language
something like what Jimmy Hendrix does with a
guitar.’ Is the analogy between language and
music an effective one? Why? Why not? How
did Jimmy Hendrix play his guitar?

4

6

5

Over to you

DVD

UtopiaTheme
Utopia

2 

124

The Renaissance and the Puritan Age

Man has always dreamt of an ideal world in which to live. Discuss in pairs how your
ideal world would be, and compare your ideas with the rest of the class.
What would you include in your world and what would you omit? Make a list.

The Christian Bible depicts an ideal world in The Garden of
Eden, and Paradise is an ideal place which one can enter
after having led a true Christian life. Do you think Bosch’s
‘Earthly paradise’ depicts an ideal world?

With the Hindu Moksha and Buddhist
Nirvana Utopia is not a place but an
internal state of mind achieved
through meditation. Have you ever
tried meditating to reach your Utopia?

3

2

1

‘Utopia: Any real or imaginary society, place, state, etc. considered to be perfect or
ideal.’

Collins English Dictionary

Y Prospettiva
architettonica (late
1500s), Italian artist.
Walters Art Gallery,
Baltimore.

Y Garden of Earthly
Delights (c. 1500),
Hieronymus Bosch.
Museo del Prado,
Madrid.

Y A statue of Buddha. Lanta, China.

Theme Utopia

125

The aim of these social experiments was to give a
better quality of life to their workers. But were Owen
and Salt simply opportunists – keeping their workers
happy to improve production and guarantee a cer-
tain amount of control over them? What do you
think?

For some people science and
technology are the only means of
improving our society to obtain
anything close to a utopian
existence. Through science and
technology, they feel, all suffering
and illness will eventually be
eliminated and every human
need will be satisfied. 
‘Star Trek – a Utopia of the 60s?’
Science and technology for the
perfect world or a return to
basics. What do you think?

Again, as with politics, there is a contrasting school of
thought to this. Those who feel that the past was a kind
of ‘Golden Age’ in which man lived in a primitive and
uncomplicated state, free from stress and with only
essential needs which could be easily satisfied. Do you
think that in today’s society there is often a nostalgia for
the past, and sometimes even for the primitive?

After these different examples do you think it would ever
be possible for man to create a real Utopia? If not, what
benefits can be gained from seeking one? Discuss.

5

4

7

6

Over time political ideals have also been associated with Utopia, such as a utopian
socialism – seen as a response against the surge of capitalism. While at the opposite
end of the political spectrum, capitalism represented an economic Utopia for many
with its foundations based on private enterprise and personal initiative.
A good example of this can found in the ‘model’ communities built in the 19th
century by the two industrialists Robert Owen and Sir Titus Salt. During a time
of great industrial growth they built self-contained communities around their
textile mills which not only supplied the people with work and housing but also
with schools, churches and gardens.

Y Saltaire Village,
Yorkshire. Built by
Robert Owen and Sir
Titus Salt.

Y The Golden Age (c.
1530), Lucas Cranach
the Elder. Bayerische
Staatsgemäldesammlu -
gen, Munich.

Y Star Trek (1996) directed by G. Roddenbury.

DVD film clips with exercises linked to extracts
or themes from authors studied.

A different perspective on same work or
theme or behind the scenes interviews.

Development of relevant themes from each
age through means of images and texts.
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XII

Theme Paths 
The following themes may be followed either by choosing one theme and developing it chronologically in its
entirety, or by developing more than one theme in a more reduced form.

1. Shakespeare: The Merchant of
Venice p. 87, M2 Text Plus 5

2. Shelley: Frankenstein p. 241, 

M4 Text Plus 9

3. Stevenson: Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde M5, Text Plus 17

4. Joyce: ‘Eveline’ M6, Text Plus 4

5. Eliot: ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock’ p. 407

6. Auden: ‘The Unknown Citizen’
p. 423

7. Orwell: Nineteen Eighty-Four
p. 462, M7 Texts Plus 2-3

8. Gordimer: ‘Ah, Woe is Me’  p. 481

9. Beckett: Waiting for Godot p. 500,

M7 Texts Plus 6-7

10. Larkin: ‘Toads’ p. 516

11. Williams: The Glass Menagerie
p. 528

12. Miller: Death of a Salesman
M7, Text Plus 11

13. Ginsberg: ‘A Supermarket in
California’ p. 533

14. Salinger: The Catcher in the Rye
p. 538

LOVE    ALIENATION            WOMEN

1. Chaucer: ‘The Prioress’ p. 37

2. Chaucer: ‘The Wife of Bath’ 
M1, Text Plus 4

3. Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet
p. 81

4. Shakespeare: Macbeth p. 95, 

M2 Texts Plus 10-11

5. Richardson: Pamela p. 162

6. Austen: Pride and Prejudice
p. 235, M4 Text Plus 6

7. Brontë: Jane Eyre p. 287, M5 Text

Plus 3

8. James: The Portrait of a Lady
M5, Text Plus 5

9. Shaw: Pygmalion p. 317

10. Browning: ‘My Last Duchess’ 
M5, Text Plus 9

11. Forster: A Room with a View
p. 368, M6 Text Plus 3

12. Joyce: ‘Eveline’ M6, Text Plus 4

13. Woolf: Mrs Dalloway p. 386, 

M6 Texts Plus 5-6

14. Gordimer: ‘Ah, Woe is Me’ p. 481

15. McEwan: Atonement p. 493

1. Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet
p. 81

2. Shakespeare: ‘Sonnet 18’ p. 104

3. Sidney: ‘My True Love Hath My
Heart’  M2, Text Plus 17

4. Donne: ‘The Good-Morrow’ p. 111

5. Byron: Don Juan p. 224

6. Austen: Pride and Prejudice
p. 235, M4 Text Plus 6

7. Keats: ‘La Belle Dame Sans
Merci’  p. 256

8. Brontë: Wuthering Heights p. 290

9. Hardy: Tess of the D’Urbervilles
p. 298, M5 Text Plus 4

10. James: The Portrait of a Lady
M5, Text Plus 5

11. Wilde: The Picture of Dorian
Gray p. 305, M5 Text Plus 6

12. Forster: A Room with a View
p. 368, M6 Text Plus 3

13. Lawrence: Sons and Lovers
p. 394, M6 Text Plus 7

14. Auden: ‘O Tell Me The Truth
About Love’ M6, Text Plus 8

15. Fitzgerald: The Great Gatsby
M6, Texts Plus 11-12

16. Lessing: The Grass is Singing
p. 475
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Theme Paths

CONFLICT & POWER      THE JOURNEY PREJUDICE & DISCRIMINATION

1. Beowulf p. 10, M1 Text Plus 1

2. Marlowe: Doctor Faustus p. 68

3. Shakespeare: Julius Caesar
M2, Text Plus 6

4. Shakespeare: Hamlet p. 91,

M2 Texts Plus 7-9

5. Shakespeare: Macbeth p. 95,

M2 Texts Plus 10-11

6. Milton: Paradise Lost p. 120

7. Blake: ‘The Tyger’  p. 203

8. Lewis: The Monk p. 254

9. Browning: ‘My Last Duchess’
M5, Text Plus 9

10. Melville: Moby Dick
M5, Text Plus 10

11. Conrad: Heart of Darkness
p. 362, M6 Texts Plus 1-2

12. Owen: ‘Dulce et Decorum Est’
p. 416

13. ThinkTank: War p. 419

14. Orwell: Nineteen Eighty-Four
p. 462, M7 Texts Plus 2-3

15. Orwell: Animal Farm
M7, Text Plus 1

1. The Seafarer M1, Text Plus 2

2. Chaucer: The Canterbury Tales
p. 33

3. Defoe: Robinson Crusoe
p. 149, M3 Texts Plus 2-3

4. Swift: Gulliver’s Travels p. 156

5. Coleridge: The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner p. 217

6. Melville: Moby Dick
M5, Text Plus 10

7. H.G. Wells: The Time Machine
p. 336

8. Conrad: Heart of Darkness p. 362,

M6 Texts Plus 1-2

9. Hemingway: The Old Man and
the Sea p. 427

10. Naipaul: In a Free State
M7, Text Plus 5

1. Shakespeare: The Merchant of
Venice p. 87, M2 Text Plus 5

2. Austen: Pride and Prejudice p. 235,

M4 Text Plus 6

3. Shelley: Frankenstein p. 241,

M4 Text Plus 9

4. Shaw: Pygmalion p. 317

5. Forster: A Passage to India p. 434

6. Wright: Black Boy p. 436

7. Lessing: The Grass is Singing
p. 475

8. Gordimer: ‘Ah, Woe is Me’  p. 481

9. Naipaul: In a Free State
M7, Text Plus 5

10. Williams: The Glass Menagerie
p. 528
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The Iberians 
The first inhabitants of England were the pre-historic Iberians. Little is known about
them. However, a very important and well-known monument from their civilisation
remains: Stonehenge, a circle of enormous stones, which was probably a temple.  

The Celts 
It was towards 700 BC that migration from Germany began. These people who came
to Britain were known as the Celts (and also the Britons) and they spoke their own
Celtic language. They had fair or red hair and blue eyes. They divided into tribes, who
would often quarrel and fight, and lived in small villages. They worshipped the sun,
the moon, water and trees and their economy was based on fishing, hunting and
agriculture. The roots of the Celtic language are still present in the British Isles today
in the form of Welsh, Gaelic and Irish. 

The Romans 
Under the leadership of Julius Caesar, the Romans first invaded England around 55
BC. However, they did not settle in England until AD 43. They built towns and roads
throughout the country and they introduced their culture, lifestyle and language, all
of which were absorbed by the Celts. The Romans took possession of much of England,
but they never managed to conquer Ireland or Scotland and in AD 122 the Emperor
Hadrian gave orders to build a great wall in the north of  England. It was called Hadrian’s
Wall and was built to protect England against possible invasions from the war faring
tribes of Scotland who would not submit to Roman rule. This meant, then, that the
four peoples developed their own cultures independently – English, Scottish, Irish and

4

1 The Historical Background
The Origins (700 BC-AD 900)

Y Stonehenge.
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Welsh – to become what we know today as the
‘British Isles’. England, however, remained part
of the Roman Empire for 400 years. Many of
the towns, founded by the Romans, were
named after the Latin name for camp castra.
This word has remained in many city names
which end with ‘aster,’ or ‘ester’ (originally
‘castra’). For example: Lancaster, Manchester,
Winchester, etc.

The Anglo-Saxon invasion
In AD 410 the Romans withdrew their forces
from England to protect the city of Rome and
other parts of the Empire. Over the next 40
years the Celts became increasingly troubled
by attacks from the Picts and Scots and so
employed Germanic Anglo-Saxon mercenaries
to fight for them. The Anglo-Saxons, after
defeating the enemies they had been paid to
fight, then chose to conquer England around
455.

Anglo-Saxon civilisation
The Anglo-Saxons were a mixture of Germanic tribes which were made up of the
Angles, the Saxons and the Jutes. They settled in different parts of England: the Saxons
in the south and west, the Angles in the north and east, the Jutes on the Isle of Wight
and the nearby mainland, dividing the country into seven kingdoms. They probably
saw themselves as separate people although they shared many customs, one being their
love of fighting. They were also great drinkers and gamblers. Working as farmers or
fishermen, they lived mainly in small villages, their huts grouped around the house
of their lord. Since they were independent people they preferred to live in smaller
groups rather than large communities. ‘Old English’ is known as the union of the
related languages they spoke (Psee p. 7). Some of these tribes used a runic alphabet
but literacy was not common until the conversion to Christianity. 

5

The Historical Background

Y Hadrian’s Wall.

ORIGINAL INHABITANTS

THE IBERIANS
Followed by invasions from

 
THE CELTS 700 BC

THE ROMANS 55 BC

THE ANGLO-SAXONS AD 455

THE VIKINGS 700

THE NORMANS 1066
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Christianity in Britain
Around the 2nd or 3rd century AD, the Romans had brought
Christianity to Britain, but with the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons,
Christian people had been pushed to limited parts of the country. 
Around AD 600 Pope Gregory I sent missionaries to Britain, who
started a process of Christianisation, during which thousands of
people were baptised, churches were built and temples that had been
heathen were used for Christian rites. The monk St Augustine (who
died in 604 or 605) rebuilt an old church in Canterbury and founded
a monastery, becoming the first archbishop of Canterbury. 

The Vikings 
Over the course of the
centuries there were many
battles among the different
kingdoms which made up
the Anglo-Saxon people.
But the greatest battle was
against one common
enemy: the Vikings. Coming

from Denmark, Sweden and Norway these
pirate raiders began their progressive conquest
of parts of England, Scotland, Wales and
Ireland in the 8th century, entering through
London and the Isle of Thanet at the mouth
of the Thames. The Anglo-Saxon king Alfred
the Great (871-99), who fought against them,
was forced to concede control of northern
England, while maintaining rulership of the
south.  

From the Origins to the Middle Ages
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Y Viking ship, Oslo.

Y Vikings from 
an 11th-century
manuscript. Pierpont
Morgan Library, 
New York.

Write the names of the people who did the following.

1. lived in England before 700 BC ....................................................................................... .
2. settled in the country around 700 BC ....................................................................... .
3. invaded it around 55 BC ......................................................................................................... .
4. invaded it around AD 450 .................................................................................................... .
5. were England’s invaders in the 8th century ....................................................... .

Who did what?

1. used a runic alphabet ................................................................................................................ .
2. built towns and roads ................................................................................................................ .
3. came from Denmark and Norway ................................................................................ .
4. built Stonehenge ............................................................................................................................ .
5. built a huge wall across northern England .......................................................... .

2

1

Over to you
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The Historical Background

The Origins

The evolution of the English language 
The origins of English culture and literature date back to when the Celts, and also later
some Anglo-Saxon tribes, used the runic alphabet. The runic alphabet was made up
of signs (or ‘runes’) used for inscriptions in stone, metal and wood. Several historic
elements indicate that the runes were used not only for writing, but also for magic and
prophesies. The runes progressively disappeared when the Latin alphabet was adopted. 

Old English
Introduced to Britain by the Anglo-Saxons, Old English, which can be defined as the
primitive stage of the English we know today, shows its German origins in its vocabulary,
in sentence structure and in particular in the word-endings. It had some sounds which
no longer exist in the language. In the grammar there were case endings for nouns and
adjectives along with a more complex pronoun system. Vocabulary was also strongly
influenced by Latin. Old English underwent many transformations in its long life
(about 700 years). 

The unwritten word
Anglo-Saxon prose and poetry was an oral tradition. It was not written by a single
author or poet but was passed on through generations and sung by scops or bards. The

scops would earn their living
by singing the myths, legends
and historical events linked
with famous kings or
warriors. The audiences
consisted of either patrons,
people of the court or groups
of ordinary people. They had
to know their poems and
songs by heart, often
improvising on the spot to
keep an audience happy, and
through their constant
repetition created a kind of
historical memory.
It was mainly the Christian
scribes who began to
transform the oral into a
written form, thus
introducing for the first time
a certain continuity and
durability which had never
existed before. These
writings, thus, became the
foundations of early
literature. When reproducing
these works, however, many

The Literary Context

Y A monk dictactes to
a scribe, taken from a
medieval manuscript.
Pierpont Morgan
Library, New York.
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writers would often eliminate any aspects which either contrasted or did not fit into
their Christian belief.
Much of the literature of the Anglo-Saxons is lost to us. Almost all of the remaining
Anglo-Saxon poetry is contained in four manuscripts, the Beowulf Manuscript (in which
Beowulf is contained), the Junius Manuscript, The Exeter Book (in which we can find
The Seafarer) and the Vercelli Book. 

Pagan versus Christian  
The poetry of this time falls into two categories: pagan and Christian poetry. It was
written in Latin and Old English.
The Anglo-Saxon conversion to Christianity gave birth to a substantial collection of
religious poetry. The most important writers of this kind of poetry are Caedmon (7th
century), one of the earliest examples of Old English, and Cynewulf (8th century). 
Pagan poetry can be divided into epic and elegy. 

Epic 
Epic poems clearly reflect the pre-Christian oral tradition both for their metre and
theme: great myths and their heroes were themes dear to the Anglo-Saxon world which,
being pagan, was  founded on ideals of heroism, loyalty and generosity. They were also
sprinkled with some early Christian elements – such as the struggle against evil and
the dignity of sacrifice in thought and in action. 
Deriving directly from an oral tradition, like the Illiad and the Odyssey, these poems
can be defined as ‘primary epics’. They were characterised by an elevated language and
many literary devices, for example similes and kennings are used throughout.  

Beowulf 
Beowulf is one of the oldest
poems in English literature and
the most important epic poem
of Anglo-Saxon poetry. The
manuscript, which dates back to
the 10th century, is now housed
in the British Library in London
and, according to some scholars,
is two centuries older. The
author is unknown, as for most
of the literature of this period,
and the text was given the title,
Beowulf, in the 19th century.
Part historical reality and part
fiction, the saga is set during the
6th century. 
Against the background of a
bleak and threatening nature,
warriors fight against terrible
monsters, embodying an ideal
of bravery, resilience and faith.
Beowulf, the main character, has
all the characteristics of the
authentic ‘hero’, like great skill
and courage. 

Y Part of the original
Beowulf manuscript.
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The Literary Context

Elegy
Some Anglo-Saxon elegies are contained in The Exeter Book, such as The Wanderer and
The Seafarer. They are similar both in theme and tone. The common theme is loss: loss
of a lord, loss of friendship, or loss of a beloved one. Written in first-person narrative,
the speaker expresses his loneliness in a melancholic and elegiac tone.  

Anglo-Saxon poetry
The formal elements employed in Anglo-Saxon poetry were:  
• kenning. A type of metaphor that works as a noun or an epithet, describing a noun
with other words we can associate with it. When expressed in a more complex form it
can be seen as a small riddle. E.g. helmberend (helmet bearer): warrior; swanrad (swan
road): sea. 
• caesura. A break or pause in a line of poetry which is usually linked with the rhythm
of the language. 
• alliteration. Repetition of consonants, stressed or homophonic syllables. It is the most
frequent device in this kind of poetry in which the verse is of an alliterative type, made
up of two halves with four stresses (two stresses each), the two halves being unified
through alliteration. A typical feature of Germanic verse, it differs greatly from the
vocalic rhyme of romance languages. 

Answer true or false. 

1. The first alphabet used in England 
was the Latin one.  

2. Old English had a strong Latin 
influence.   

3. The Christian scribes always gave 
a faithful reproduction of Anglo-Saxon 
works.    

4. Most Anglo-Saxon literature is lost 
to us today.  

5. The manuscripts containing the 
remaining Anglo-Saxon poetry 
have Anglo-Saxon names.  

Answer the following questions. 

1. What literary genres does Anglo-Saxon
literature mainly include? 

2. What is pagan poetry made up of?  
3. What is the common theme of this type of

poetry? 
4. Write the names of the two most important

writers of religious poetry of the time. 

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

2

1 5. What ideals were epic poems founded on? 
6. Why is the Anglo-Saxon epic called ‘primarily’

epic? 
7. What were some of the formal elements

employed in Anglo-Saxon poetry? 

Choose the correct alternative. 

1. Beowulf is one the oldest poems  
in English literature 
in European literature 
in world literature 

2. Where is the Beowulf manuscript?
lost 
in a library in England 
in a museum  

3. When is the saga is set?
5th century        6th century
7th century        8th century
9th century 

4. How would you describe the story? 
fiction 
partly legend and partly historical 
based on true events  

3

Over to you
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Anonymous

Beowulf (COMPOSED C. 8TH CENTURY) 

The poem Beowulf is known to us today through one surviving
manuscript of the 10th century. It was written down for the first time by monks in a
West-Saxon dialect and became part of a collection of Old English works known as
the Cotton Vitellius A.XV or the Beowulf Manuscript, belonging to Sir Robert Cotton.
Despite being damaged by fire in 1731 this unique copy still survives in the British
Library.
Much debate surrounds this long, narrative poem (over 3,000 lines long). Scholars
disagree about the exact dating, about whether or not it was originally part of an oral

tradition (passed down by
storytellers known as scops
who would change and
embellish it at will) and also
to what extent the poem has
been ‘Christianised’ by the
monks who transcribed it.
However, all scholars agree
that it is the most important
poem to have survived in Old
English, the first major poem
in a European vernacular and,
in its depiction of a great
warrior who battles with
monsters and dragons to
defend his lord and land, a
brilliant example of an epic
poem. The poet Seamus
Heaney describes it as ‘a work
of the greatest imaginative
vitality.’

Monsters, dragons and heroes – reality and legend
Events take place around the 6th century and although written by an English poet the
action takes place in the area of Scandinavia centering around Denmark, Sweden and
Geatland, in southern Scandinavia. The poem reflects an accurate knowledge of Swedish
history and artefacts. Other historical documents since found confirm the strong ties
which existed between England and Scandinavia and an overlapping of cultural traditions.
The hero, Beowulf, is a Geat and reality and legend become entwined as the poem
concentrates on his life and heroic deeds. He is forced across one border and into
another, defending the land against monsters and dragons (historical sources record
dragons in England as late as the 8th century and people believed they existed for many
years after). Beowulf was a typical warrior of the past: strong, fierce, cruel and heroic,
a true-to-life representative of these Germanic people who regarded courage as the
most important virtue and fighting as their mission. The battlefield was where
reputations were won.

Commentary

From the Origins to the Middle Ages
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Y Beowulf (2007)
directed by R.
Zemeckis.
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The language
Language has always presented the biggest obstacle for readers approaching the
work today. The original Anglo-Saxon, or Old English, is certainly
incomprehensible for everyone except scholars. The various translations into
modern English now available, although they must be recognised as
translations and not the original work, have made the poem much more
accessible to today’s reader. The most recent translation (1999) by
Seamus Heaney, used in this anthology, gives the poem a new vigour.
It also respects the poem’s true spirit and it actually became a bestseller
when first published.
Linguistically the poem is impressive for its wealth of vocabulary, a
fact which seems to reinforce the idea of it being part of an oral
tradition. As it was passed on from one region to another the local
dialects of the time would leave their mark on the language. For this reason there
may be a variety of words used to describe the same object. Condensed metaphors, or
kennings, are also widely used and are typical of Anglo-Saxon poetry (Psee p. 9). 

The story
Hrothgar, King of the Danes, builds a great hall, Heorot, for his people to celebrate their
success and power. These halls were the focal point for communities in Anglo-Saxon

times. People would eat, sleep, exchange stories and adventures here,
but Hrothgar’s hall is attacked by Grendel, a monster in human

form. Grendel carries off thirty of the king’s men, takes
them away and eats them in his cave beneath a lake, where

he lives with his mother. Grendel continues to terrorise
the hall for twelve years until Beowulf, who is nephew
to the King of the Geats, comes to the rescue with
fourteen helpers. When Grendel returns, this time
Beowulf is waiting for him and in a bloody battle
manages to tear off the monster’s arm. Grendel escapes
but is mortally wounded and later dies. Beowulf now
becomes Hrothgar’s hero and is given many gifts.
That night, however, when all the men are sleeping,
Grendel’s mother comes to take revenge on her son’s
death. This time the king’s friend and counsellor is
carried away.
Once again Hrothgar asks Beowulf for help and tells

him how to reach the lake where the monster’s cave
is to be found. He dives into the dark waters and again,

despite being virtually unarmed, manages to kill Grendel’s
mother. Beowulf is further rewarded and returns home where

he tells his own king, Hygelac, of his bravery. He is given money
and a part of the kingdom and later, after Hygelac’s death, becomes king himself,
ruling successfully for fifty years. But the end of his reign is darkened by a vicious
dragon who brings death and destruction throughout the land. Beowulf decides
to face the dragon and with the help of his companion, Wiglaf, they finally
manage to kill it but Beowulf this time is mortally wounded and dies.
A great funeral is organised and Beowulf ’s body is burnt on a pyre. The
atmosphere is sombre and bleak as the people must recognise the fact
that now their hero has gone, leaving them alone to face the Swedes
who are preparing to attack.

11

Beowulf

Y Anglo-Saxon shield
decoration.

Y Anglo-Saxon
helmet.

Y Anglo-Saxon shield
decoration.
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Let’s get started
Monsters and demons have appeared in stories and legends from the beginning of
time. Which of these monsters do you recognise? Can you write the correct name
below each image?

Medusa   Minotaur   Cyclops   Hydra

Read the first short extract below and say what Beowulf plans to use to defeat the
monster.

When it comes to fighting, I count myself
as dangerous any day as Grendel.
So it won’t be a cutting edge I’ll wield1

to mow him down2, easily as I might.
He has no idea of the arts of war,
of shield3 or sword-play, although he does possess
a wild strength. No weapons, therefore,

The expression ‘cutting edge’ (l. 3) is an example of kenning. What do you think is
the common name for the object?

Listen to the extract and say how the rhythm of the poem reflects the action.

Beowulf

Grendel enters the great hall, Heorot, and meets up with Beowulf.

He [Grendel] grabbed and mauled1 a man on his bench2,
bit into his bone-lappings3, bolted down4 his blood
and gorged on him in lumps5, leaving the body
utterly6 lifeless, eaten up
hand and foot. Venturing closer,
his talon was raised to attack Beowulf

1

4

3

2

From the Origins to the Middle Ages
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1. wield: brandire.
2. mow him down:
falciarlo.
3. shield: scudo.

1. ...............................................

3. ...................................................... 4. ...............................................

2. ...............................................

1. mauled: maltrattò
fisicamente.
2. bench: panchina
(qui usato come letto). 
3. bone-lappings:
giunture delle ossa.
4. bolted down: ingoiò
velocemente.
5. gorged on him in
lumps: mangiò con
ingordigia
dilaniandolo.
6. utterly:
completamente.

5

CD1
02

MP3
02
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where he lay on the bed, he was bearing in7

with open claw8 when the alert hero’s
comeback and armlock9 forestalled10 him utterly.
The captain of evil discovered himself
in a handgrip11 harder than anything
he had ever encountered in any man
on the face of the earth. Every bone in his body
quailed and recoiled12, but he could not escape.
He was desperate to flee13 to his den14 and hide
With the devil’s litter15, for in all his days
he had never been clamped16 or cornered like this.
[...]
The hall clattered17 and hammered18, but somehow
survived the onslaught19 and kept standing:
it was handsomely structured, a sturdy frame20

braced21 with the best of blacksmith’s work22

inside and out. The story goes
that as the pair struggled, mead-benches23 were smashed
and sprung off the floor, gold fittings24 and all.
[...]
Then an extraordinary
wail25 arose, and bewildering fear
came over26 the Danes. Everyone felt it
who heard that cry as it echoed off the wall,
a God-cursed scream and strain27 of catastrophe,
the howl28 of the loser, the lament of the hell-serf 29

keening30 his wound31.
[...]
The monster’s whole
body was in pain, a tremendous wound
appeared on his shoulder. Sinews split32

and the bone-lappings burst. Beowulf was granted33

the glory of winning; Grendel was driven
under the fen-banks34, fatally hurt,
to his desolate lair35.

13

Beowulf

7. bearing in:
avvicinandosi.
8. claw: artiglio.
9. armlock: Beowulf gli
aveva impedito il
movimento delle
braccia.
10. forestalled: lo
faceva esitare.
11. handgrip: in una
morsa.
12. quailed and
recoiled: tremava e
indietreggiava.
13. flee: scappare.
14. den: tana.
15. devil’s litter: prole
(di solito di animale)
del diavolo.
16. clamped: bloccato
nei movimenti.
17. clattered: faceva
fracasso.
18. hammered:
martellava.
19. onslaught: assalto
violento.
20. sturdy frame: una
struttura solida.
21. braced: legato,
tenuto assieme.
22. blacksmith’s work:
lavoro dei fabbri.
23. mead-benches:
panchine dove ci si
sedeva per bere (‘mead’
è un termine antico per
vino).
24. gold fittings:
guarnizione in oro.
25. wail: acuto
lamento.
26. came over:
s’impossessò di.
27. God-cursed...
strain: grido straziante.
28. howl: ululato.
29. hell-serf: servitore
dell’inferno.
30. keening:
lamentandosi
dolorosamente per.
31. wound: ferita.
32. sinews split: i suoi
tendini si spaccavano.
33. granted: concesso.
34. fen-banks: argine
delle palude.
35. lair: tana.

Y Beowulf (2007) 
directed by R. Zemeckis.
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Understanding the text
Put this summary of the extract in order.

a. Grendel prepared to attack Beowulf.    [   ]
b. Grendel was mortally wounded.   [   ]
c. The great hall shook with the fighting.  [   ]
d. Grendel ate a man asleep on his bench.   [1 ]
e. Grendel emitted a terrible cry.       [   ]
f. Beowulf blocked Grendel’s arm.        [   ]
g. Grendel escaped to die in his cave.     [   ]

Find three expressions used to describe
Grendel.

What expression is used for Beowulf (l. 8)?

What was Beowulf doing when Grendel entered
the hall?

Why do you think he did this?

What was the only thing Beowulf used to defeat
Grendel? Choose from the following.

his sword     his strength     his army 

What do we learn about the structure of Heorot,
the great hall (ll. 18-24)?

Analysis and interpretation
In the first lines of the extract underline all the
words which describe the way Grendel killed
and ate the man. What do we generally
associate these words with?

‘He was desperate to flee to his den and
hide/with the devil’s litter’ (ll. 15-16).

What aspect of Grendel’s character do these
lines emphasise?

Why is ‘devil’s litter’ a good expression for
Grendel’s companions/family?

‘Beowulf was granted the glory of winning;’
(ll. 35-36). Who do you think granted him this
glory?

1. Hrothgar     2. God   

The following are examples of kennings.
Choose from the list below to match them with
their modern definition.

lake      meat      sea      tables      chairs     

1. bone-lappings (l. 2) = ............................................... .
2. mead-benches (l. 23) = ............................................... .
3. fen-bank (l. 37) = ............................................... .

12

11
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8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Which do you find the most gruesome part?
Compare your answer with the rest of the class.

Context
As we read in the commentary, Beowulf is not
only important in the history of English
literature but it has had an enduring popularity
throughout the centuries. From the short piece
you have read what elements do you think the
tale contains which made (and make) it so
successful?

Discussion  
Beowulf ’s historical period can be described as
tribal. Today man sees himself as living in a
‘civilised’ society. We are superior and much
more sophisticated, or are we? In what ways
are we, today, superior and more sophisticated
and in what ways are we still very tribal, even
primitive?

Review
Give three reasons why Beowulf is an important
part of English literature.

What aspects of the work do scholars disagree
about?

An epic poem is... (complete).

Beowulf is typical of the Germanic people
because he is... (complete).

The three battles Beowulf has in his life, which
seal his reputation as a true hero-warrior, are
against .............................................. (1), .............................................. (2)
and ............................................... (3).

13
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3
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1
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Over to you
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Beowulf

Monsters
Early Britain and then the Middle Ages saw an out-pouring of legends concerning monsters,
which is not surprising when you think of the characteristics of these ages. It was extremely
dangerous to travel; you could be attacked by thieves, out-laws, bandits, criminals of any
kind. But also sick people and those who were mad represented a threat in a world where
there was no social or medical assistance. There was also a great fear of the night, which was
incredibly dark in this period, so dark that it is difficult for us today to imagine. The only
possible light came from fire or a full moon. Very few areas on earth are still like this today.
Perhaps only certain deserts, forests or mountain tops can still recapture the darkness that
comes from complete isolation, where nature reigns and there is no human introduction of
electricity, street lighting, houses, etc. 
The night, therefore, was dark and could hide any kind of danger, even… monsters. It became
easy to imagine that in such a world, horrible monsters could hide in the depths of the forest,
behind  rocks, in the deep, black waters of lakes.    
And not only dragons and demons, but also blackdogs, werewolves, giants, witches… 
One way people had to exorcise these evil forces was to build legends and stories around
them. 
Therefore the literature of this time is full of these figures, from the dragons and monsters
that the knights had to fight to the wicked and supernatural beings present in ballads and
legends. 

Y Animals and monsters from De Rerum Naturis
(9th century) by the monk Mauro Rabano.

Y An angel has closed the gates to Hell. The Winchester
Psalter (12th century). The British Library, London.
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The last invaders: the Normans 
In 1066 William of Normandy defeated Harold II and the Anglo-Saxon troops at the
Battle of Hastings. William the Conqueror was crowned William I, thus beginning a
permanent Norman occupation of England. The Normans spoke French and had
French customs. They originally came from Denmark, however, (and were therefore of
Viking descent) and had settled on the French coast one hundred and fifty years earlier.
What followed was a period of transition and development for England. 

The social order under the Normans
The social order in England altered dramatically because of the predominance of the
Norman aristocracy. Many of the Anglo-Saxon nobles tried to oppose it, but, by 1100,
all land was completely in the hands of the Normans and their descendants replaced
the Anglo-Saxons as the ruling class in England. After an initial period of conflict
between the two peoples, they eventually began to mix through marriage and languages
and traditions. 

The feudal system 
The system that the Normans established became the model for the following medieval
government and can be defined as a feudal system. It consisted in a strongly
hierarchical state with the king at the top, who could force people to pay taxes at will.
Below the king were the barons and lords who had almost absolute power over their
territories. In the event of war they would provide a certain number of knights or
horsemen (who, in exchange for their services in battle, received lands from the
barons). The middle class was made up of merchants and yeomen. Merchants earned
their living from commerce while yeomen were small landowners. At the bottom of the
feudal pyramid were the peasants. They were the majority of the population, they
owned no land and had very little freedom. 

The Domesday Book
The Domesday Book, completed in one year (1086), was a record of land ownership
in England (the first census in English history). It contained the names of everyone
who owned land and the amount of land owned by them. It was a way of ensuring that
the king could demand the right taxes from everybody. This priceless, historic
document can still be found in the Public Record Office in London. 

16

1 The Historical Background
The Middle Ages  (1066-1485)

Y The Bayeux
Tapestry : a banquet in
William the Conqueror’s
honour.
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Reforms 
The last Norman king was Stephen
(1135-54). He lost the throne to Henry of
Anjou, who was the first Plantagenet
king, and was crowned Henry II in 1154.
Under his reign the Constitutions of
Clarendon were enforced in 1164 which
led to a clash between the State and the
Church. Up to this time clerks or clergy,
who had been accused of committing
crimes, were tried in the bishop’s court.
According to this new law, they would be
tried at the king’s court and then judged
by the ecclesiastical court. In this way the
king wanted to establish a compromise
between the power of the state and the
power of the church, but it was not
accepted by the Archbishop of
Canterbury Thomas Becket (1118-70),
who then spent six years in exile. When
he returned to England, he was
assassinated by four of the king’s knights in Canterbury cathedral. A system of
Common Law was introduced in 1166. This was an important novelty because it meant
law was applied commonly throughout the king’s land and the foundations of trial by
jury were laid.

Richard the Lion Heart
Henry II was followed by his son Richard I (1189-99), also known as Richard the Lion
Heart, who spent the ten years of his reign almost entirely abroad, engaged in various
wars. First he took part in the Third Crusade (1189-92) and then he fought against
France where he died struggling to defend his French territories. 

King John 
In Richard’s absence, his younger brother John became king (1199-1216). Later
known as John Lackland because he lost his
foreign territories in war, he was very unpopular
because of his policy of high taxation. He came
up against strong opposition especially from the
barons and the citizens of London. On returning
from one of his campaigns in France, he was
forced to sign a document, known as the Magna
Carta (1215). This document can be seen as the
first step towards a division of power in that the
king was bound to respect ancient customs and
had to ask the approval of a council of advisors
before imposing taxes. Since it limited the
absolute power of the king, the Magna Carta was
considered a forerunner of modern institutions,
although we must remember that the lower
classes would not have any rights for many
centuries to come.    

The Historical Background

Y A page from the
original manuscript of
The Domesday Book.

Y King John signs
the Magna Carta
at Runnymede in 1215
(1864).
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1
Henry III
During the reign of Henry III (1216-72) there was a further progression towards the
building of the modern English political system. Up to this time Parliament had been
little more than a feudal assembly made up of nobles and clergymen. Under Henry III
two representatives from each borough were allowed to participate in the proceedings.
The foundations were being laid for the future House of Commons, today’s Parliament. 

Edward I and II
Edward I (1272-1307) restored the power of the monarchy but also favoured the
development of Parliament by introducing further reforms. Edward II (1307-27) was
a weak king who abdicated in 1327 and left the throne to his son, Edward III.  

The Hundred Years’ War 
Edward III (1327-77) went to war against France in order to defend his French
territories. This war was interrupted, however, by the Black Death (1348), a plague
which plunged the country into a deep crisis, killing one third of the population. 

In 1369 the war was resumed during the reign of Edward III’s successor, Richard II. 
Although the English gained some important victories the war continued without any
significant advantage for either side. It came to an end in 1453 but by then England had
lost all of its French possessions except Calais. In the course of the Hundred Years’ War
(1337-1453) the Anglo-Norman aristocracy came to consider itself truly English. 

John Wycliffe 
In the second half of the 14th century John Wycliffe led a vigorous protest against the
Church, accusing it of excessive wealth and corruption. The supporters of this
movement, which was called the Lollardy reform movement, belonged mainly to the
lower classes. Many of them were persecuted and burnt as heretics yet they can be seen
as the forerunners of the Protestant movement which asserted itself in the 16th century. 

Y The Triumph of
Death (c. 1562) Pieter
Bruegel the Elder.
Prado Museum,
Madrid.
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The Historical Background

The Wars of the Roses 
The Hundred Years’ War was over but there was still no
peace to be had in England as a rival war began between
two opposing dynasties, the House of Lancaster and the
House of York: The Wars of the Roses (1455-85). The two
dynasties, or Houses, were represented with a shield
containing a rose; a red rose for the House of Lancaster
and a white rose for the House of York. This war was even
more destructive to England than the Hundred Years’ War
of the previous century. It was, in all, a negative period for
England as trade and industry were stagnant and
Parliament was weakened by corruption. During the war
many nobles changed sides, while the citizens of London
remained neutral. It finally ended in 1485 with the Battle
of Bosworth and the defeat of Richard III by Henry Tudor
(aligned with the House of Lancaster), establishing a
future for the powerful dynasty of the Tudors. 

Complete the following. 

1. The Normans spoke (language) ...................................... . 
2. They defeated the ....................................................... in 1066. 
3. Their leader was ............................................................................... .

Answer the following questions. 

1. Who became the ruling class in England
by 1100? 

2. Can you explain why the introduction of
Common Law was an important innovation?  

3. What were the Constitutions of Clarendon? 
4. Who was Thomas Becket? What happened to

him and why? 

Complete the sentences about the feudal system.  

1. The king was at ................................................................................. .
2. Barons and lords .............................................................................. .
3. Knights ....................................................................................................... .
4. The middle class .............................................................................. .
5. Peasants .................................................................................................... .

Write short summaries about the ruling kings of
this period using the following guidelines to
help you. 

1. Richard I (also called .................................................................. )
spent his reign .................................................................................... .
He fought in .................................................................................. and
then ........................................................ where ................................... .

4

3

2

1 2. King John was unpopular because .................................
............................................................................................................................. .
Opposed by the barons and by the citizens of
London, he was obliged to .......................................................
.............................................................................................................................. .

3. Henry III: during his reign a step towards ................
.................................................................................................. was taken.

4. Edward I restored .................................................................... but
also favoured ..........................................................................................

5. Edward II was a ................................................................................. .
Explain the importance of the following
documents. 

1. The Domesday Book
2. The Magna Carta
Answer the following questions.

1. What was one major outcome of the Hundred
Years’ War?

2. What was the Black Death?
3. What was the Lollardy reform movement?
Complete the following about the Wars of the
Roses. 

It broke out between ...................................................................... (1)
and ................................................................................................................... (2).
It lasted ............................................................ (3) years. The wars
laid the foundations for the powerful ......................................
........................................................................................................ dynasty (4).

5

7

6

Over to you

Y Choosing the Red and White Roses (c. 1908), Henry A. Paine.
Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery, Birmingham.
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Matthew Paris (c. 1200-59)

Matthew Paris was a great chronicler, illustrator and cartographer of the medieval
world. He executed hundreds of hand-painted illustrations to accompany his written
works and can therefore be compared to an all-in-one journalist and ‘photographer’ of
his times. A Benedictine monk, he entered the monastery of St. Albans in Hertfordshire
in 1217 and became abbey chronicler there in 1236, continuing St. Albans’s long

tradition of historical writings. His major
work, the Chronica Majora, is one of the most
detailed accounts of events in England from
1236 to 1259, the year of Paris’s death. 
Like a true chronicler, whenever possible he
obtained much of his information from eye
witnesses to events. Paris’s connections with
people in high places, royalty and the
aristocracy meant that he was kept up-to-date
with the main events, politics and gossip, not
only of England but also Europe. He had close
connections with King Henry III who
appreciated the importance of registering
events and kept Paris informed on a regular
basis. It is curious that Paris, however, while
relying on the king’s information for many of
his manuscripts, did not think twice about
criticising his policies.
His artistic ability enabled him to draw with
great precision. Paris’s famous map of Great
Britain, which today is conserved in the British
Library, is one of the most detailed from the
medieval period. It is also one of the first
attempts at recording physical features,
mountains, rivers and hills and such a large
number of named cities. An incredible
achievement for his time as it came 300 years
before precise surveying became possible
through the use of triangulation.

‘It is curious that Paris, however, while relying on the king’s information did not
think twice about criticising his policies.’ Modern historians may use Paris’s
works as a primary source from the period, but what must they watch out for?

Find a reproduction of the famous painting by Vermeer called The Art of
Painting (1666-73) on the Internet. What do you notice about it? Do some
research on this painting and find out the importance of the map in the
background.

2

1

Over to you

A Different
Perspective
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and Art
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Y Matthew Paris’s
map of Great Britain,
from the Cotton
Claudius manuscript (c.
1250). British Library,
London.
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